CAMERAS FOR REMOTE LEARNING

Camera solutions enable teachers to effectively communicate lesson objectives to their students, creating an inclusive learning environment for remote student collaboration. Bringing together outstanding crystal-clear HD optics, Point-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) capabilities, and exceptional Field of View (FoV) options, our camera solutions are ideally suited for hybrid classroom instruction, giving an “in-person” quality to their daily instruction.

CDW's plug-and-play classroom camera options work with all leading video and audio conferencing solutions and are certified for use with Microsoft Teams & Zoom. Be confident that your team can connect, whatever equipment they're using.

CDW’S CAMERA SOLUTIONS PROVIDE TEACHERS WITH TOOLS TO REACH STUDENTS.

Jabra PanaCast
180° Panoramic-4K plug-and-play video solution with high-definition video, crystal-clear audio

Aver TR310
AI tracking, 10X optical zoom and full HD 1080p60 video resolution

Logitech Rally Cam
Pan/Tilt/Zoom, razor-sharp 15X HD zoom, expansive 90° field of view, and powerful 4K sensor

Contact Your CDW Account Team for More Information